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ABSTRACT: The Louisiana co;u;t is genera11y characterized as a low w·ave-energy environment
where sediment transport i..; dominated by the inftuence or the Mississippi and Atc:haralaya
Rivers. Winter cold fronts, however, generate waves and CUrn."nl<; that have a significant impact
on a variety of Louisiana's coastal environments, although field data regardini;: their inRuence
on the inner shelf are extremely sparse. During a 12-d period that included the pa.o;sage of two
cold fronts, waves and near-bed currents were measured on the Louisiana inner-shelf (depth 8 ml using a sophisticated bottom-mounted instrumentation system. Bottom boundary layer
parameters were then calcuJated using wave-current interaction models, and sediment transport
was predicted by assuming steady state turbuJent difTusion within and above the wave boundary
layer.
Results indicate that the second front (Jo~ront 2) was the more energetic of the two. A maximum
significant wave height of 1.33 m and maximum current speed of 0.21 m s· 1 occurred during
this event. Additionally, mean current-induced shear velocity (2.95 cm s· 1 1 and wa"e-current
shear \"elocity (4.99 cm s· 1) were highest during this event's frontal and prefrontal stages,
respe<:tively. During the postfrontaJ stage, currents were strong and weU organized, although
combined shear velocities were low as a result of reduced wave height. Predicted sediment
transport varied considerably in direction and magnitude throughout the deploy men I, bnt y,·as
highest (12.7-16.2 mg cm·' s·' towanl the southeast) during the prefrontal and frontal stages of
Front 2. Fair weather transport was low and to the wesL Tha.;, winter i.::old fronts are likely an
Important mei.::hanism for sediment movement on the Louisiana inner shelf, although the
associated transport direction and magnitude require further quantification.
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Introduction
The Mississippi and Atchafalaya Rivers
introduce vast amounts of .sediment into the wetland,
estuarine. shorefacc, and shelf systems along the
northern GuJf of Mexico, particularly along the
Louisiana coast (Crout and Hamiter 1979). Although
much of this material is deposited locally, a
considerable amount of fine material i~ transported
with prevailing currents as suspended sediment
plumes and deposited offshore. Not surprisingly,
therefore, these fluvially-derived sediment~ serve
as important sources of depositional material on the
shoreface and conlinental st.elf (Crout and Hamiter
1979: Adams et al. 1987; RobensetaL 1987: Wright
ctal.1997).

In contra.~t. the importance of entrainment and
transport of inner-shelf bottom sediment by waves
and current~ along the Louisiana coast is p<>orly
documented and quantified. Entrainment of
sediment from the bed requires the combined <K:tion
of waves and currents to generate a shear velocity
(u.) that exceeds a critical threshold dctennined
predominantly by sediment diameter. Since the
northern Gulf of Mexico is generally considered i:I
low-energy environment, sediment tran;,port on the
Louisiana inner shelf during fair weather 1;, likely
minim<1I (Wright and Nirtroucr J995; Jaffe ct al.
t997; Wright ct al. 1997).
The pa~sagc of cold fronts, however. is a
notahlccxception to these low-energ}·. fair-weather
condition~. Occurring with a frequency of roughly
30 times yr 1, chiefly between N{lvembcr and April
(Roberts et al. 1987), the passage of cold fronts
generate;, important hydrodynamic and sedimentary
responses in various coastal environments in
looisia.na. Including delt.aic wetlands (Murray et al.
1993), the chcnicr plain (Roberts et al. 1987), and
barrier islands (Dingler and Reis~ \991l, Stone and
Wang 1999). Data on inner--~hclf bonom boundary
layer and ~eabcd re<;.ponses to front.al pa;,~agcs in
this region, however. arc sparse. Wnh the exception
of Jaffe ct al. f 1997). v.·ho modeled sediment
transpon using rcpre~entative value!- of V.'ave and
current paramc1er!-> rather than direct field
mea.~urcments, no published data for south-central
Loui'iiana arc available.

Our objective i~ tn di~CU!-.s the results of a 12d instrumented field deployment that included two
cold front passages and two intervening lo\~:-cnergy
period~. Waves. ncar-boltom current.~. and bottom
boundary layer parameters arc quantified and used
to predict sediment transport n1agn1tude and
direction. The results arc significant in a practical
sen.,.c. given that the inner "helf is an important
component of the sedimentary sy;,rcm that includes
south-central Louisiana· ... barrier island.~ and coastal
wetlands, which arc currently experiencing
extremely high rates of erosion.

Materials and Methods
Water level, wave, current, and .~eabed
elevation data were collected from November 20 lu
December I, 1997, at an 8-m deep, _,.andy-bnnomed,
~ite on the Louisiana shorcface <Fig. ! ) using a
bottom-mounted instrumentation system named
WAD MAS (Fig. 2). The system included a
FluxgateTM con1pass, a Paroscientific™ pressure
transducer, a Digisnnics™ sonar ahimetcr. and a
vertical array of three bi-axial Marsh-Mc Birney TM
electromagnetic current meters (at elevations of 20.
67, and !20 cm above the bed). Sensors were
programmed for burst-mode sampling; specifically,
the pre!-.surc sensor and current meters sampled for
K.2 min h at a frequency of 4 Hz, while the compass
and altimeter recorded one measurement every 30
min.Samples of bottom sediment were obtained
using a grah-samplcr, and later were dry-sieved to
determine mean grain si1e. Additionally. hourly
meteorological data front C-MA~ Station GDILI
(Grand l~leJ and daily weather maps from the
Southern Regional Climate ('enter in Baton Rouge.
l_,ouisiana were acquired.
Vleteorological event.~ were analyzed using a
qualitallve approach in which each event was
sulx!ivided into four stage;, on the basis of change!>
in wind velocity. Stages included fair weather, and
three frontal stages: pre-frontal, frontal, and postfrontal. The threshold established for wind speed
associated with pre- and po~t-fronlal conditions was
the mean value for the study period plu.~ one
standard deviation. The beginning of the pre-frontal
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phase or the stonn was identified as the hour when
the wind exceeded this threshold and blew from the
south (\.e. between 90° and 270", measured
clockwise), The frontal phase encompassed the
period when winds were variable in direction and
less than the threshold speed. The post-frontal phase
was defined as the interval during which the wind
blew from a direction between 27(.J' and 90" at a
speed exceeding the threshold. All other wind
conditions were considered fair weather.

boundary layer (wbl) of thickncs~ {0* w) develops
during wave activity, and the velocity profile is
defined separately within and above this layer as:

Significant wave height <H,). peak wave period
mean wave directio11 (8 ) were calculated
from the pressure a11d current-meter data using
cross-spec1ra! analy.i;is, with horizontal-. and
pressure·attrnuation correction factors applied to
compensate for signal decay with depth (E.arle et
al. J995). Current-velocity profiles were generated
using the log-profile method, which involves loglinear regression or the bUJ'$t-a veraged current meter
velocities (Drake and Cacchione 1992). Two
conditions were assumell necesillf')' for a profile to
be considered logarithmic in a statistically
significanf &ense: first, a correlation coefficient (r2)
> 0.994 (Drake and Cacchione 1992); and second,
a mean directional variation between currenf meters
< 30°. Hourly measurements that were not
logarithmic were excluded from the analysis.
Currcn1-induccd shear velocity (u, ) and apparent
bottom-roughness length for all logarithmic profiles
were calculated using the von Karman-Prandtl
equation:

where u and u
are the current and combined
.,
wave-c1JJTCnt·induced shear velocities, respectively,
z is the height above the bottom, Zo is the roughness
produced by the sand grains (=D/30, where Dis the
mean grain diameter), and z°" is the aµparent bottom
roughness ex:perienced by the current above the
wave boundary layer. z°" was used because. the
current ex:periences drag due to the combined
influences of physical elements (grrun roughness
and bed forms) a-. well as non-linear interaction with
the wave boundary and mobile bedload [ayers
(Gross ef al. 1992).

.

(T ) and

'.

u(z) = u /t>. ln(TJz )
'<

lie

(I)

where u(1.) is the horizontal velocity at height z
abovelhe bed. and Ki~ von Karman's constant (0.4).
Once the .~cdiment concentration in the water
column had been predicted (discussed later in this
section), the shear velocity calculations were
itera1ively modified to account for the possible
effects of suspended sediment induced stratification.
To do so, the buoyancy panuncter (Z/L) employed
in r.he model introduced by Glenn and Grant (1987)
wa.~ used.
The Grant·Mad~en (1979, 1986) model was
used to account for the combined influence of waves
and currents. According to the mode!, a wave

u

c

u ( u )
"
=......:.:..~Jn-=-.,
K' u

z

II

•CM'

u

(2)

"

u =-'Lin~,

"

zOc

""'

The assumptions were made tha1 the currentinduced shear velocity, u.,. acts in the same direction
as the mean current, and that the direction of u._...
oscillates during the course of the wave cycle. As
such, when the wave orbital velocity is at a minimum
(near zero), the direction ofu. 0 w is the same as that
of the current; when it is at its maximum. i:ts
direction (<JI ) is between the wave and current
. et
directions, given by [modified from Cacchtone
al. (1994)]'

-

~~

=

aocran(

co:::~]

(3)

Sediment transport was estimated based on the
assumption of steady-state, upward, turbulent
diffusion of sediment through the water column.
First, an entrainment function was defined, ba.-.ed
on the Y.alin parameter (E):

=

=!<p -p)gD'Jpv'J"

(4)
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where r and rare the respective densities of
sed1mcnt,(2.65 g cm·-') and seawater ( 1.025 g cm_\).
Dis the grain diameter, and v is the kinematic fluid
viscosity (0.013 cm! i. 1 ). The critical Shield's
criterion (e,..,1, and shear strcsl> t"" were then
calculated using:

~0.041(log'}'-0.3561og'-0.977

loge

'"'
and

(5)

(p -P)RIJ

=0

t
""

(6)

crrr

Normaliz.ed excess shear strcl>~ Is·) was then defined

as:

s = ( t -'t t_'"'

l

(7)

'"'
where tis the observed shear strcs~. This was then
used 10 define the "near-bed .. ~ediment concentration (C(z,)):

yS
C(z )=C
"
"
«dl+yS

(8)

0

where Cbal is the sediment concentration in the bed
(0.65) and Yo is an empirical constant with a value
of0.002. Suspended sediment concentrations were
a~sumed to take the form of Rouse profiles, defined
by:

C(z) = C(z)( z:

J"

where a

(9)

FinaUy, burst-averaged sediment transport (Q)
was calculated by integrating the velocity and
sediment concentration profilei. within. and above,
the wave boundary layer such that:

Q=~

c=~

..J

,

J~uC

dzdt

for

z>O
(10)

i:=li

Q=~

{J;uc dzdr
,~,,

for

z<O

where Tl is the sea surface elevation. and u is the
currenl velocity.
ResuJts and Dis<:ussion

Meteorological Conditions
Meteorological data indicated that 1he study
period could be subdivided into two intervals of fan
weather and two cold fronts (hereafter, Front 1 and
front 2). The fair weather phases lasted from 19:00
llTM on November 18 (prior to the deployment) to
18:00 UTM on November 21, and from03:00 UTM
on November 25 until 18:00 LifM on November
28. The fair weather phases were characterized by
light (1.3-6.6 m s· 1) southerly or easterly winds;
whereas both frontal pa'isages were characterized
by a sequence of strong southerly winds, fo!lov•ed
by light and variable winds, and finally by strong
northerly winds (Table 1 and Fig.3). Frontal
passages differed from each other in several
respects. Strongest winds during the pre- and postfrontal phases were from the south and northeast
(respectively) in the ca<ie of Front l and from the
southeast and northwest during Front 2. Most
notably, however, these fronts differed markedly in
intensity. Front 2, which had maximum pre-frontal
and post-frontal wind velocities of 11.3 and 13.7 m
s 1 was much more powerful than Front I. Thus, the
discussion will focus primarily on hydrodynamic
and sedimentary responses associated with Front 2.

Hydrodynamic Responses

yw
--'

y is the ratio of the eddy diffusivity of sediment to
that of momentum (-1 ), and w, is the particle fall
velocity.

I
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The influence of the frontal passages, particularly Front 2, on the wave field is shown in Table
2 and Fig. 4. During fair weather and during the
first frontal pa..-;sage, significant wave height was
generally below 0.6 m. In contra~t, during the prefrontal stage of the Front 2. a maximum significant
wave height of 1.34 m was measured. The trend in
wave height was, not surprisingly, accompanied by
a very similar trend in near-bed orbitaJ velocity,
which reached a maximum of 55 cm s; during the
pre-frontal stage ofl''ront 2. Patterns in wave period
accompanying the frontal passages were less clear,
although the pre-frontal and frontal phases of Front
2 were notable for the presence of comparatively
long period waves, and peak period was observed
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TaMe 1. Cbaractrristics of the cold front passages. Note that ''direction" follows the meteorological
convention, indicating the direction from which the wind was blowing. Key: U =mean wind speed..
•the first falr weather period began prior to the deployment.
"

Front

2

Arrival Timc

Mean U

(m!d/h)

(m s· 1)

Range ofU
Cm s·')

Dominant
Direction

Fair

11/18119:00•

4.2

2.7-6.2

South

Pre

11121/18:00

5.6

4.3 - 6.9

South

Front

11/22/4:00

3.1

1.5 -4.3

Variable

Posl

l l/22121:00

6.7

2.9- 9.0

Northeast

Fair

11125/3,QO

4.1

1.3-6.6

F...ast

Pre

11128118,QO

7.0

3.6- 11.3

Southeast

Front

11/29/16:00

2.1

0.3 -3.4

Variable

Post

11/30/6:00

8.7

5.4-13.7

Northwest

5.3

0.3-13.7

Ph..,

ALL
to decline with the onset of the frontal episode. These
patterns in wave height and period were likely
caused by strong southeasterly winds blowing over
a long fetch prior to the second frontal passage,
allowing high swell waves to develop. Following
the frontal passage, however. scrong nonherly winds
likely generated choppy ~s dominated by short,
steep waves, whose period gradually increased
through 110n-linearenergy transfer as the post-frontal
phlL'IC progres!«:d.
Water level also appears to have responded to
the wind shifL'i that occurred during the deployment,
although with perhaps unexpectedly long Jag times
(Fig. 5). During both frontal pa~sages, strong
soutlterly winds caused a peak in water level.
apparendy due to set-up against the adjacent coast.
Water level then decreased following the shift 1.o
northerly winds that accompanied both post-frontal
suges. Unfortunately, the short data record does not
pennit a detaile.d discussion of water level responses
to frontal passage~. which may take place over
several day s.

Similar to wave height and water level, cum:nt
velocity also responded noticeably to the prevailing
meteorological conditions (Table 3 and Fig. 6).
During both frontal passages, current direction was
very nearly the same as wind direction for a

" L.I
"

North

-

'-

0

i
>

..."
.

South
~-~,~,--,~oo~--,~w~-~,,-,--250

0

ho.,. !ram 18

300

00 UTM No..,mber 20

Fig. l Hourly wind velocity vectors (ms·'). Arrows
indicate lhe dire<.1.ion in which the wind wa~ blowing
{oceanographic convention).

20 21 22

2~

24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Novembtr

- - - - - - - _______ J
Fig. 4. Significant wave height (smooth line) and wave
orbital velocity (marked line) during the study period.
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Table 2. Wa\'e characteristics during the deployment. Key: Hs =significant wa\'e height; 1·p
wave period.

Hs

Tp

(m)

(S)

Orbital vc\oci1y
(cms 1 )

Fair

0.36

6.3

15.4

Northeast

P,e

0.43

5.5

15.9

Northeast

Front

0.51

5.7

18.4

Northeast

Post

0.38

5.1

15.8

East

Fair

0.54

6.5

21.5

Northea~t

""'

1.07

7.2

38.2

Northeast

front

0.67

7.6

29.5

Northeast

Post

0.53

5.3

19.9

North

0.52

6.1

21.5

Phase

Front

2

ALL

significant amount of time and thus rotated
clockwise from northward~ to southward-flowing
as each front passed. The data suggest that currents
were driven both by direct wind stress and by
"inertial" forces resulting from relaxation of sea
level set-up as discussed by Daddio (1977). Currents
were strongest during the post-frontal pha~es of both
passages when maximum mean current velocity at
120 cm above the bed reached 22 and 21 cm s·I,
respectively. This stands in contrast to orbital
velocity, which was at its maximum during prefrontal stages. The current direction during each of
the pre-frontal periods differed between the two
frontal passages. In the case of Front I, post-frontal
currents were predominantly southward; whereas
during Front 2, currents remained northeasterly for
~---·---

-·-··
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=peak

Dominant Direction
of Propagation

the majority of the post-frontal stage before
eventually rotating toward the south. Al~o of note
during this deployment were the strong, steady.
southward current~ that dominated the second fair
weather p_hase.

Bottom Boundarty Layer Parameters
Current-induced shear velocity was strong, and
logarithmic current profiles were well de ... elopcd
during post-frontal stages (Table 4), which is
intuitively consistent with the presence of strong,

I

'°30 .
:

•
~
~0

•

North

Front 2

'"
'°
'

·>O

>

-30 .

21 22 23 24 25 25 26 27 28 29 30

'
Fig. 5. Hourly water level and warer level smoothed
using a 24-h moving-average window.

South

-40'
50

100
1~
200
l'>oU' kom 1B:OO lJTM ~111)ot>er20

250

Fig. 6. Mean hourly current velocity vcclor> (cm s ')at
120 cm above the bed.
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Table 3. Currmt speed (s) and direction at 20 (bot}, 67 (mid), 120 (top) cm above the bed.

Front

Plwe

s(top)

(cm s

2

1
)

s(mid)

s(bot)

(cm s- 1)

(cm s- 1)

Dominant Direction
of flow

Fair

6.1

5.4

3.2

Variable

Pre
Front

6.2

5.3

3.4

North

6.9

5.5

2.3

South

Post

14.0

12.0

7.3

South

Fm

7.5

6.2

3.0

South

Pre

5.9

5.2

2.6

Variable

Front

8.8

7.2

3.7

Northeast

l~.4

11.4

6.6

Northeast

9.2

7.8

4.2

Po"

ALL

Table 4. Bottom boundary layer parameters calculated for aU hourly bursts with logarithmic
proftles. Key: z
roughness length; u = curnnt shear velocity; u = wave-current shear velocity.

=

~

k

Front

2

ALL

Phase

-

% Logarithmic
Profiles

!cm)

'•

u
(c~'s- 1 )

(cm s- 11

Fair

5.0

[ .41

2.05

29

Pre

1.6

0.69

2.23

18

Front

9.2

1.08

1.87

69

Post

3.5

1.59

1.94

67

Fair

8.2

1.25

2.18

26

Pre

7.1

0.97

3.08

][

Front

8.9

1.90

3.08

23

Post

7.0

1.75

2.10

47

6.1

1.44

2.12

40
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steady current<; at these time.~. It is more difficull to

by high waves. Shear velocity was low during the

make generalizations regarding the combined wa,'ecurrcnt shear velocity, because throughout all stages

post-frontal stage, despite the presence of strong
currenL... This alone has unclear implicatio11s for the
net movement of bed sediment within the water
column, which requires a combination of entraining
forces (shear velocity) and transporting forces
(current flow). The sediment transport model
accounts for this, however, and the re~ults derived
from 1his model are discussed in the following
section.

of Front 1, its value remained fairly constant, and
low, relative to Front 2. Front 2, 111 contrast,
illustrates the importance of high waves, rather than
strong currents, in generating high combined wavecwrent shear velocities at the study site. Specifically,
the highest shear velocities occurred during the prefrontal and frontal stages, which were characterized
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Table S. Predicted sediment transport. Key: Q =predicted transport; z<whl =within the wave
boundary layer; z<wbl above the wave boundary layer; total throughout the water column.
Units are mg cm· 1 s·•.

=

Phase

Q tz<wbl)

=

Dire;; ti on

Q (z>whl)

Direction

Q llotal)

Direction

1. Fair

7.26

122

l .48

175

8.25

270

Pre

1.23

313

0.21

324

J.43

348

front

0.27

148

0.086

9

0.39

357

Post

5.17

126

1.65

175

6.39

269

2. Fair

2.23

119

0.19

150

2.40

276

Pre

l l.90

120

1.11

168

12.67

168

Front

14.67

110

1.88

16.15

146

Post

7.4

357

2.57

69
49

9.20

142

Average

3.29

104

0.73

140

3.91

110

Sediment Traosport
Fronts I and 2 differed considerably in terms
of both sediment transport magnitude and direction
(Table 5). Perhaps the most notable aspect of these
resulrs is the high transport rate aswciated with the
pre-frontaJ and frontal stages of Front 2. Although
the transport direction during these time periods is
toward the southeast (essentially offshore), it is
interesting to note that the transport during the
prefronta\ and frontal stages of Front l is roughly
in the opposite direction. Since wave stre\ses are
essentially bi-directional. it is possible that sediment
transport direction dllrihg cold front passages is very
sensitive to the specific meteorological charac-

-

·-- Eroliol"I -

--------

Fig. 7. Bed elevation (m) during the study. The mellfl
bed elevation for the study period hru; been assigned a
value of zero, negative values indicate bed erosion, and
positive values indicate bed accretion.

teristics of the front and the associated current
direction, which serve to shift transport toward one
component of the wave orbital flow. Furthermore.
the majority of predicted transpon occurred within
the wave boundary layer during all stages, reflecting
both the importance of waves in mobilizing
sediment in this low-energy environment and the
fact lhac sediment does not likely diffuse very high
into the water column. Finally, our prediction.,
indicate that fair weather periods are characterized
by low rates of westward sediment transport.
Results from the sonar altimeter (fig. 7)
indicate appreciable movement of bed material
throughout the study, including bed height
fluctuations of up to 20cm. These changes occurred
over time-scales of hours and included alternating
episodes of erosion and deposition, with the result
that no net change occurred during the study period.
The mostlogica1 inteJpretation for these fluctuation~
is that bed forms, such as sand ripples, were
migrating beneath the altimeter throughout most of
the deployment. The time series suggests no
particular periodicity to the~e migration.~. which
should be expected, given the changing wave and
current conditions that occurred. There is also no
indication that rates of change were higher durin!!
frontal passages than during low energy conditions.
There arc several possible explanations for this.
First, the 30-minutc sampling frequency of the
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altimeter would not have permitted bed form
1
migration rates greater than one wavelength _h~ (as
may have occurred during high-energy cond1uons)
to be resolved. Second, rapid changes in the direction of wave and current stresses that accompanied
the frontal passages may not have facilitated unidirectional bed form migration, even over a very
;,hort time .~calc. Finally, the increased importance
of sediment entrainment and transport high in the
water column may have obscured the effects of bed
form movement during high-energy conditions.
Nevertheless, these measurement~ are direct field
c~·idencc 1hat bed stresses capable of moving
sediment were operative during much of the
deployment period.

Conclusions
High waves and wave-current shear velocities
accompWlicd prcfruntal and frontal stages of the
cold front pa.~sages, facilitating potentially large
sediment transport volumes v,rithin the wave
boundary layer. Transport direction may,
however, vary widely.
2. Strong, consistent, currents with highly
lngarithmic profiles tended 10 develop following
frontal pa.\;,agcs. Result;, do not suggest high
.>cdimcnt transport rates during these periods,
ho.,vcvcr, likely owing to fairly low wave
ac1iv11y.
.l Fair weather periods were characteriz.ed by low
predicted rdtcs of sediment transport 10 the west.
Thu-.. although many researchers have charactcri.tcd the Louisiana coast as one of lov;
oceanographic energy where transport and
deposition of sedimentary material is dominated
hy nu vial influences, this research indicates that
winter cold front passages may generate waves
and currents on the Louisiana inner shelf that
are powerful enough to rcsuspend and transpon
sediment. The direction and magnitude of this
transport. howc~·er, require further quantification.
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